
Features: 

 Double sealed to guarantee no leaking or rusting. 

 Delivered Fully Assembled 

 Lowered faucets and sprayer so they’re accessible; anyone in a wheelchair can reach them. 

 Ramp attached opposite of the plumbing 

 Handcrafted in the USA 

 3 Year Warranty 

 

PROGROOM PET SUPPLY

936-894-3292

www.progroom.com

 

Groomer’s Best ADA Compliant Bathing Tub System features all the conveniences of today’s groomer wants and 
needs.  We’ve manufactured this tub 6” deep with taller legs to enable anybody in a wheelchair access to the tub. 

48” Walk Through ADA Bathing Tub 

 New style Animal restraint bars located inside of on back wall for Grooming Loops. 

We’ve also lowered the faucet\sprayer for an easy reach. Added animal restraints inside of tub back wall for an 

a removable door. It will continue to pamper you with all these conveniences for a lifetime! Delivered fully 
assembled! 

 6″ deep and with taller legs so someone in a wheelchair can easily reach over and wash the dog from
head to toe. 

Model:  GB-WTT48COR-ADA

easy grooming loop attachment. Perfect for animals of all sizes, and includes our Clip-On Ramp that allows for
the animals ease of access. Constructed fully welded and double sealed to prevent leaking and rusting.  Includes

 Includes Non-Slip Clip-On Ramp. 

Kitti Titus
Typewritten text
NEW Style - 3 bars on tub backsplash to hookgrooming loops, restraints, etc



48” Walk Through ADA Bathing Tub  
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Faucet Holes are pre-punched as a 1” hole 3 holes 4” on center as pictured 

Available as Left or Right drain.   3.5” drain hole,  located 7” on center from the left or right.   

Model:  GB-WTT48PR-ADA

Clip-on
Ramp sticks 

out 30"


